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ABSTRACT 

Linne is an object oriented language where every object is a separate process. Communi
cation between objects is done with synchronous message passing. An object can decide 
what incoming messages it wants to accept with the use of guards, a mechanism that fits 
well together with inheritance. It is possible to define entities that are values in Linne. 
They are defined in a sublanguage that has some of the features of Standard ML. In that 
way Linne combines some very useful features of object oriented and functional langua
ges. 
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1 Introduction 

1. 1 Background

The goal of the research presented in this thesis was to explore some ideas on how to combine 
an object oriented language with parallelism. It was thought that it should be possible to give 
the semantics for the communication in the language by giving a translation from the language 
to Milner's CCS[Milner 89). From the beginning it was desired that every object in a running 
program should be a process. The language should also keep the object oriented spirit in that 
objects only execute as a reaction to a message to the object. They should not have any activit.y 
independent of answering messages as in POOL[America 88). 

The language is called Linne . Since the author's maiu programming experience is with strongly 
typed languages and with object oriented languages where classes are types it was natural to make 
Linne into such a language. It is also the author's opinion that strong typing is very important 
in producing quality software. The view of classes as objects gives a great flexibility but makes it 
difficult to make an efficient implementation of a language. This view also seems to interfere with 
parallelism, see section 5.5. 

Linne itself was mainly meant to be a tool for research into the realms of parallelism and object 
orientedness. No effort has been made to provide error handling or ability to interface with the 
outside world (other languages or hardware). 

1.2 Linne 

This thesis describes the language that resulted from the goals above. Linne is a compact language 
whose semantics can be given in a few pages. Even though it consists of two different parts ( one for 
handling of values and one for objects) its complexity is less than for example Modula-2:s[Wirth]. 

It should be noted that Linne allows inheritance. It has been said lhat it is hard to combine 
inheritance and parallelism but the chosen synchronization method and the fact that classes are 
static entities goes well together with inheritance. 

The idea to use the objects as basis for par.allelism in an object oriented language is rather com
mon (America 88] (Caromel 89]. A similar approach but with much more fine grained parallelism 
is that of Actors (Agha 86] (Agha 89). 

At the beginning of the development of Linne elements of built in types ( e.g. integer, ... ) were 
given special treatment. They were not seen as objects as in some object oriented languages but 
as values like their counterparts in ordinary programming languages. First this was done mainly 
for pragmatic reasons. Some reasoning on why and how these types were special led to the need 
for including both values and objects as first class entities in Linne . Objects are defined by classes 
and values are defined by value types (see section 4). 

The most obvious difference between objects and values is the assignment semantics. The 
statement a := b means different things depending ou if a and b belongs to a value type or to a 
class. If they belong to a class both will contain a reference to the same data1 . If that data is 
changed both a and b are affected. 

If they belong to a value type then we say that both a and b are a name for the same value. 
Nothing done to a can affect b and vice versa. This is a result of more fundamental differences 
between objects and values. Those differences are discussed in section 2. 

1.3 Readers-Writers 

In this section we give an example of a class in Linne. Instances of the class act as guards in the 
reader-writers problem. It is assumed that the clients of the class are well behaved, ie. that they 
ask for permission before they do something. 

Linne will be explained more thoroughly later so the reader might want to go back to this 
example after section 5. 

2. 

1 Some definitions of objects are not consistent with thls. The definitions used in this paper are given in section 
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class RWManager; 
export 

ReadAccess, ReadRelease, 
WriteAccess, WriteRelease; 

instance 
-- The instance variables 
nrReaders: Integer; -- Automatically set to zero when an object is initiated 
gotWriter: Boolean; -- Set to false 

methods 
-- The expression inside brackets is a guard for the method. 
-- The method can only be called from the outside when the guard is true 
-- If the guard is false the caller has to wait until it is true 
[not gotWriter] 
procedure ReadAccess; 
begin 

nrReaders := nrReaders+1; 
end ReadAccess; 

procedure ReadRelease; 
begin 

nrReaders := nrReaders - 1; 
end ReadRelease; 

[(not gotWriter) and nrReaders=0] 
procedure WriteAccess; 
begin 

gotWriter := true; 
end WriteAccess; 

procedure WriteRelease; 
begin 

gotWriter := false; 
end WriteRelease; 

end RWManager; 

1.4 Outline 
The outline of the paper is the following: 

• Section 2 discusses why we need to have both objects and values in a programming language 
and why they should be distinguished. The advantages and disadvantages of both Functional 
and Object oriented languages are discussed and the possibility of integrating them in some 
existing languages is examined. 

• Section 3 presents the object oriented part of Linn. In this section we do not assume 
anything about parallelism or values. 

• Section 4 explains how we combine a functional language with the rest of  Linné.  

• Section 5 shows how parallelism is added to  Linne.  

• Section 6 contains some examples of  Linne  programs. 

• Section 7 gives a semantics for the parallel part of  Linne  by showing how parts of a  Linné  
program can be translated to CCS. 

• Appendix A is a BNF syntax of  Linne.  
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2 Values and Objects 

Values and Objects are two concepts that should be clearly distinguished. This section will 
discuss what characterizes them and highlight their differences. This discussion is inspired by 
[MacLennan 82] [MacLennan 81] which goes into these issues in more depth. 

This section is divided into three main parts. A short example is given to show how the 
functional part of  Linne  is used by giving a type for complex numbers. 

The second part discusses object oriented respective functional languages and their advantages 
and disadvantages. The definition of objects and values used in this paper is also given in that 
part. To conclude that part an example on how to use a dictionary as a value and as an object is 
given. 

The last part discusses some other possible approaches to combining values and objects. 

2.1 Values and objects in  Linne  

The treatment of values and objects in  Linne  is one of the more novel aspects of the language. 
Most ordinary languages do not make this distinction explicitly and allow the programmer to define 
types that are one or the other or (most often) a little bit of both. Functional languages disregard 
objects (together with the notion of state) totally. Object oriented languages see everything as 
objects or treat only the simple types like integers as values2. 

The canonical example of values that are not built into the programming language is complex 
numbers. We show how a value type for handling of complex numbers can be defined in  Linne.  
With the described implementation we can denote complex numbers in the program code with 
expressions like Complex . Number ( 2 .3 , 1.0) which has a real part of 2.3 and a complex part of 
1.0. The name Number is used both to describe the structure of complex numbers (a pair of  reals)  
and as a constructor function for complex numbers.  

valtype  Complex; 
export 

Number,RealPart,ImPart, 
Add,Subtract,Multiply,Divide; 

struct 
Number of Real*Real; 

with 
function RealPart(c: Number): Number; 
begin 
case  c  of 
I Number(r,i): r 
end; 

end RealPart; 

function ImPart(c:Number): Number; 
-- Complementary body to RealPart 

function Add(cl,c2: Number): Number; 
begin 

Number( RealPart(c1) + RealPart(c2) 
ImPart(c1) + ImPart(c2)) 

end; 

-- Functions Subtract, Multiply and Divide are 
-- defined analogous to Add. 

end Complex; 

2In some cases not even integers are values since it is often possible to take the address of an integer variable. 
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2.2 Functional vs. Object Oriented languages 

During recent years both object oriented programming and functional programming has become 
more and more popular. Object oriented programming is supported by languages such as  Smalltalk  
[GR89], Eiffel[Meyer 88] and Object Pascal[Tesler 85]. Functional programming is supported by 
among others Standard ML[HMT 88] and Miranda[Turner 86]. Both of these approaches promise 
a way out of the so called "software crisis". Object oriented techniques makes it possible to 
create software building blocks at a higher level than functions. Object oriented programs are also 
probably easier to maintain than corresponding programs written with, for example, the top-down 
method, see [Meyer 88] for a discussion of this. Other advantages of object oriented programming 
are that we can model real world entities and that it is often easy to reuse code written in an 
object oriented language. 

Functional programs can often be written in a very concise style due to their high level operators. 
The programmer does not have to worry about functions with side effects and uninitialized variables 
since they do not exist in functional languages. They also have a clear semantics which makes it 
easy to reason mathematically about them. It is also possible to write reusable components in 
functional languages, e.g. abstract data types and higher level functions. 

2.2.1 Values 

Values are mathematical entities where the concepts of time and change are invalid. The number 7 
is always the same and the idea to change 7r to say 4 is clearly absurd. In the same way we cannot 
think of 7r as having an internal state that is somehow dependent on earlier operations on 7r. We 
can give  ir  another name, pi for example but that does not make another  ir  come into existence, 
we just have two names for the same value. 

2.2.2 Functional languages 

Functional languages primarily work with values. Their names come from that programs in a 
functional language are built up by a number of mathematical functions. The functions never have 
side effects. 

Recursion is commonly used in functional languages. In many cases it fills the place that loops 
have in an imperative language. For example a program to compute the factorial of a number is 
written in Standard  ML:  

fun fac 0 = 1 
I fac  n  = n*fac(n-1); 

This definition is very close to the mathematical definition of the factorial. 
Functional languages have several advantages over other languages. It is very easy to translate 

algorithms from a mathematical notion to a functional language. This is because the languages 
themselves have evolved from mathematics and not from programming a computer with memory 
cells and program counter. Most functional languages have simple semantics which makes it 
relatively easy to reason about programs written in those languages. Operators in functional 
languages are often powerful so the programs can be short and concise. The lack of side effects 
can help the programmer to avoid many obscure bugs. 

Functional languages also have their disadvantages. The problem is that we sometimes want 
to have side effects in our programs. Without side effects there are some things that we can not 
express in a language, e.g. data sharing, input and output'. To get input from the user we would 
need a function that return the latest character typed (say). But this function obviously has an 
side effect since it returns (potentially) different values every time it is called. So that function has 
no place in a strict functional language. It is also impossible to express the sharing of a common 
structure that must be updated. In fact, the notion of updating can not be expressed. 

3Some functional languages, so called lazy functional languages can model input/output. We still can not model 
sharing in such a language, however. 
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2.2.3 Objects 

Objects are containers or more exact references to containers4. They can contain other objects or 
values. They are very useful when we want to model something from the real world. By their very 
nature they (or more exactly their contents) can be changed. For example a car can be seen as an 
object which is characterized by how much petroleum that is in the tank, which year it was built 
and how many kilometers it has been driven. To complete the model we define the operations that 
can be done to the car, for example to drive it a certain distance and to fill the tank. If we fill the 
car with petroleum one aspect of the car has been changed but we still have the same car. 

2.2.4 Object oriented languages 

Since the word object is rather overloaded' a lot of languages have beet' called object oriented. In 
some of these languages object oriented is used as just another name for programming with abstract 
data types. Other languages consists of object oriented features added to a procedure based 
language, Object Pascal and  C++  are examples of this. In yet a third kind of languages objects 
are the main building blocks of the program. Examples of those languages are Eiffel[Meyer 88], 
POOL[America 87] and  Smalltalk.  The object oriented part of  Linne  belongs to this last class 
of languages. Many of these languages take an extreme view in their object orientedness. They 
regard everything as objects, even integers and the classes themselves. In  Linné  classes are not 
objects, and we have entities that are not objects. 

As with functional languages, object oriented languages have their strengths and weaknesses. 
It is easy to simulate parts of reality since every entity that needs to be simulated can be modelled 
as an object. The weakness is that we have a lot of aliasing and side effects. We do need them but 
they can easily get out of hand. In the context of a parallel language based on objects we have an 
extra disadvantage. If every object is a process we can get a lot of processes if every composite 
data type is a class. A list with  n  elements could mean  n  extra processes that probably would not 
do anything meaningful. If process creation is really cheap this does not matter but with current 
equipment the cost for all the extra processes should not be neglected. 

2.2.5 Combining the concepts 

We see that the strengths in a functional language match the weaknesses in an object oriented 
language and vice versa. A language that combines the advantages of the paradigms is therefore 
interesting. 

Of course, conventional languages can in a way be seen as combining objects and values since 
they have both pointers and integers. This is only a very simpleminded combination. The combi-
nation is made by mixing the concepts without thought of when one or the other should be used. 
Also the same data item can be used as both an object and a value during its lifetime. In contrast 
to this,  Linne  makes a clear distinction between the part where objects are used and the part 
where values are used. The two parts have different syntax and semantics and they have a clearly 
defined interface. 

2.2.6 An example: Dictionaries 

To give an example of the concepts discussed in this section we describe a  datatype  that can be 
seen as either a class or a value type. In the example we only show how to use dictionaries in the 
two cases. In section 4.7 it is shown how both variants of the dictionary can be implemented in  
Linne.  

A dictionary is a collection of key/data pairs. Every key in the dictionary is unique while the 
data can be duplicated. It is possible to find the data that belongs to a given key. It is also 
possible to add (and remove) key/data pairs. If we see dictionaries as values this is done with a 
function. The function that adds a binding takes a dictionary and a key/data pair. It returns a 
new dictionary with the new association. The old dictionary still exists after the function call with 
the same associations as before. 

4In the discussions in this paper we always assumes that objects are implemented with pointers. 
5  And also because object oriented programming is currently art in term. 
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In the example we store pairs of strings in the dictionaries. 

-- This is a comment 
-- Assume that oldDict does not contain  "abc"  
newDict := Dict.insert(oldDict,  "abc",  "del"); 
aStr := Dict.lookup(newDict,  "abc");  
- aStr now contains "def" 
-- The next line gives a 'Not found' Error 
bStr := Dict.lookup(oldDict,  "abc");  

If dictionaries are objects then Insert becomes an operation on them instead of a function that 
can generate new dictionaries. When something have been inserted into a dictionary there no way 
to get an eventual old binding of the inserted key. 

oldDict.insert("abc", "def"); 
aStr := oldDict.lookup("abc"); 
- aStr is now "def" 

2.3 Other approaches 

2.3.1 Eiffel 2.2 

Eiffel 2.2 is the latest version of the programming language Eiffel. 

Eiffel before 2.2 Eiffel 2.2 has some significant changes from eiffel 2.1 which was described 
in [Meyer 88]. In eiffel 2.1 all composite types are objects, both in eiffel terminology and in 
the meaning above. The predefined types get special treatment. Integers,  reals,  booleans and 
characters are treated as values in the meaning above. The type String is also predefined but 
strings are seen as objects. As in all other languages string constants can be written in the 
program text. The reason to treat the predefined types differently is mostly pragmatic, to give a 
base for the type system. It would be possible to add a value part to this language by using the 
methods given in this section. 

News in version 2.2 The change in 2.2 that is of interest for this discussion is the concept 
of "expanded classes". The instances of these classes does not have reference semantics as other 
objects. If a class has an instance variable that is of an expanded class, objects of the original class 
contain an object of the expanded class instead of a reference to the object. 

The integers are now seen as an expanded class that inherits from the class BITS 32. This tells 
us that integers takes 32 bits of storage. BITS  n  is a parameterized expanded class introduced in 
2.2. 

Expanded classes have some restrictions compared to ordinary classes. It is not possible to 
inherit from them and two expanded classes can not be mutually recursive which ordinary classes 
can. Both restrictions follow from how expanded classes are implemented. 

Criticism In the description of expanded classes it is said that one of their uses is to simplify the 
interface between eiffel and foreign languages  (C  is the only language currently supported). They 
may also provide some performance improvements in some cases since one pointer  dereference  is 
saved. 

However this should have been accomplished in some other way without introducing classes 
that are not really classes with instances that are not really objects. Expanded classes are just 
records with a pretty name. They might be needed in some cases but to call them objects is to 
fool oneself. 

Observe that expanded classes are not values in the meaning of this chapter since it is possible 
to update parts of an expanded object. In summary, expanded classes have their uses but their 
terminology is unclear and even bad. They also do not address the issues that are described here 
and in section 2. 
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2.3.2 References in Standard  ML  

In SML it is possible to introduce values that are references to other values. For example it is 
possible to declare:  

val  iRef = ref 4; 
IRef is now a reference to an integer. At the moment it refers to the integer 4. To get the 

value that a reference refers to we precede its name with an exclamation mark. !iRef now denotes 
the value 4. We can change what a reference refers with assignment, iRef := 5 means that iRef 
now refers to the value 5. We give an example below. Lines with user input start with an U, and 
system responses start with an S. 

U: val iRef =  ref  4; 
S: 	val iRef =  ref  4 : int  ref  
U: val iRef2 = iRef; 
S: 	val iRef2 =  ref  4 : int  ref  
U: iRef := 9; 
S: 	val  it 	() : unit 
U: IiRef2; 
S: 	val  it 	9 : int 

With the use of references we could have objects and values in the same language. However 
that language would have some drawbacks. We would need to use references so often that the 
functional part of SML would not longer be really useful. We would have no help from the language 
to differentiate between functions that operate on references (and therefore has side effects) and 
functions without side effects. In  Linne  we know that when we use the value part we never have 
any side effects. 

2.3.3 Object Oriented Lisps 

Many of todays Lisp dialects have object oriented extensions. This would seem as a viable way 
to combine objects and values. The problem is that the object oriented extensions of Lisp use the 
imperative parts of Lisp to accomplish their work. We do not get any clear boundary between 
values and objects in the language and do not have any 'safe part' where we know that we are free 
from side effects which we have in  Linne.  
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3 The base language 
The important part of this thesis is the proposed ideas.  Linne  is only used to demonstrate them 
but we will need to give a fairly complete description of  Linne  anyway. In this section the base for  
Linne  is described and later it is shown how parallelism and values are added to  Linné  . 

The base for  Linne  is a simple object oriented language with single inheritance. The constructs 
for parallelism and values that are described later in this thesis could equally well be added to 
another object oriented language. The  Linne  base is very simple. It has the basic statements and 
expressions that we need to give some fairly complete coding examples. The syntax for  Linne  is 
given in appendix A. 

3.1 Objects 
A  Linne  program at runtime consists of a number of objects that can communicate with each 
other. Every object has a state that is changed over time. The state is determined by the values 
of variables that are local to the object; these variables are called instance variables. The instance 
variables can contain either values (only integers,  reals,  characters etc. in the base language) or 
references to other objects. 

Every object also has a number of methods. The methods are routines that either change the 
state of the object or report something about the state. In line with normal programming practice 
they are called procedures and functions, respectively6. 

A method can examine and change the contents of the objects instance variables. It can also 
invoke methods in other objects that the current object has references to. We say that we send a 
message to the other object. All manipulation of an object must be done with message sending. 
It is not possible to change the instance variables directly from the outside. 

3.2 Classes 
Objects with common behavior are grouped together in classes. An object's class can be seen as 
its type. An object is said to be an instance of its class.4The class defines the name and type of all 
instance variables of the objects in the class. It also defines the applicable methods. All instances 
of a class have the same code for their methods. The values of the instance variables may differ 
from one object to another. 

3.2.1 Genericity 

It is possible to define classes that are parameterized with respect to one or more of the types used 
in the class. When we declare objects in the class we decide what actual types that we want to use 
in that object. Genericity is most useful for writing container classes, whose instances are used for 
storage and retrieval of other objects. 

3.2.2 Inheritance 

With inheritance we can define classes that are specializations of already defined classes. If class 
A inherits from class  B,  A is called a subclass of  B. B  is the  superclass  of A. In  Linne  a class can 
have at most one  superclass.  If A inherits from  B  then instances of A have all the methods and 
instance variables defined in  B  in addition to those defined in A. 

It is possible for A to redefine methods defined in  B.  If we invoke a redefined method in an 
instance of A the code defined in A will be executed and not the code from  B.  

Since A is a specialization of  B  it is possible for instances of A to be assigned to variables that 
are declared as  B.  We say that the static type of such a variable is  B  and the dynamic type of it 
is A. Only the dynamic type is used to find the method to execute when a message is sent to an 
object. 

6These functions are not really functions in the mathematical sense since it is possible for them to have side 
effects. The functions described in section 4 are mathematical functions. 
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In  Linne  we have chosen to have no abstract  superclass  that all classes must inherit from directly 
or indirectly. This is rather arbitrarily but one reason not to have such a class is that  Linne  has 
very few operations that are common to all classes, see section 3.5. 

3.2.3 Import and Export 

Import When a class wants to use facilities from other classes it must say so explicitly. This is 
done by importing them in an import clause. 

Export Every class has an export list that lists the methods that are useable on the objects in 
the class. Methods that are not mentioned in the export list can only be called by other methods 
that operate on the same object. The instance variables can not be exported. Note that it is not 
possible to invoke a nonexported method in another object even if the other object is of the same 
class as the current. In some cases this may lead to more code than would be needed otherwise 
but it is the opinion of the author that the extra security outweights that inconvenience. 

If a class is a subclass the methods exported by its  superclass  are implicitly exported. The 
subclass may export methods not exported by the parent. 

3.3 Methods 

A method is specified by giving its name, parameters, local variables and its body. The statements 
in the body are the traditional: assignment, while, if-then-else and procedure call. The expressions 
are also standard. 

Functions must have a way to return a value. The mechanism to do this is inspired by Eiffel. 
Every function is given an implicit local variable called result. Result has the same type as the 
function's return type. It can be used as an ordinary variable. When the function has completed 
it's execution the current value of result is returned from the function. 

3.4 Variables  

Linne  variables (both instance variables and local variables in methods) can contain object refer-
ences or a value of one of the built in types (integer,real,char,boolean and string). A variable can 
also be an array, in that case the number of elements in the array is written after the variable 
name. 

When an object is created or a method is invoked, its variables are initiated according to their 
type as in the table below. 

StartV al(integer) = 0 

StartV al  (bool)  = false 

StartV al (real) = 0.0 

StartV al(char) = chr(0) 

StartV al(strin  g)  = 

StartV al(ClassType) = Void 

(1) 

Void is a special value that just tells us that this instance variable is not yet bound to any 
object. Void fills the same function for objects as NIL fills for pointers in pascal. 

3.5 Special messages and targets 

There exist two messages that do not follow the rules for programmer specified messages. Those 
messages are Create and Clone. Create is used to create objects. It is special in that it is not 
really sent to an object since the object does not exist yet. Create can be seen as a combination 
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of a request to the runtime system to allocate and initiate a new object and a request to call the 
Create method of the new object (if a Create method was specified). After Create the variable 
used in the call contains a reference to the new object. It is possible for the class specific Create 
to have parameters. In that case arguments have to be given when we send the Create message. 

The Create method is given special treatment when we inherit from an old class. Since the 
new class might need some extra initiation parameters when objects are created we say that the 
Create method is never inherited. If we want to have a create method in a subclass we must write 
one explicitly. The parameters that this method takes do not need to have any relation to the 
parameters of the parents Create. 

When Clone is sent to an object a new object whose contents is a copy of the original object is 
returned. No recursive copying is done, this is also called shallow copy. 

We can send messages to two special targets. Self denotes the currently executing object, so 
self.method(...) means the same as just method(...). Self can also be used as a parameter in method 
calls. The other special target is ancestor. If we have redefined a method m in the current class 
we can call the method of the ancestor by writing ancestor.m(...). 

3.6 The start of a program  

Linne  does not have the notion of a main program. Every piece of code in a program belongs 
to a method in some class. To start a program one object of a special class, the root class, is 
initiated and sent the create message. The create method in that class (which must not have any 
parameters) then takes the role of the main program in a traditional language. The root class is 
chosen when the program is linked so that the choice of root class can be postponed as long as 
possible. This is inspired by Eiffel. The reasoning behind this is that we want be able to write 
classes that can work both as parts of a bigger program and as main units in smaller programs. 
This is useful when testing components in a program but demands some discipline when the classes 
are written. 

3.7 A. queue class 

As an example we give a class whose instances can be used as queues. We assume that no object 
tries to remove elements from an empty queue or add elements to a full queue. 

class Queue ET] ; 
-- The elements are of type T 
-- We do not inherit or import from any other class 

export 
put,get,isFull,isEmpty; 

instance 
storage[100]: T; 
first,last: 	integer; 
-- Index into storage, remember that both are initialized to zero 
-- We assume that the buffer is empty when first=last 

methods 

procedure put(item: T); 
begin 

storage[last] := item; 
last := (last + 1) mod 100; 

end put; 

function get:T; 
begin 
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result := storage[first]; 
first := (first + 1) mod 100; 
-- The value of result is now returned. 

end get; 

function isFull:boolean; 
begin 
result := first = (last+1) mod 100; 

end isFull; 

function isEmpty:boolean; 
begin 
result := first=last; 

end isEmpty; 
end Queue. 
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4 Value types 

In this section we describe how value types are combined with the object part of  Linne.  The reason 
for combining values and objects were given in section 2. 

4.1 Declaration cd—Valuetypes 
A valuetype declaration consists of two parts. The structure part defines how elements of the type 
can be built. This part also automatically defines constructor functions for the type. The function 
part defines the operations that we want to associate with values in the type. 

The syntax and semantics of value types are inspired by Standard  ML,  SML. Enough con-
structs from SML has been left out to make it possible to compile valuetypes without the runtime 
system needed by SML. The valuetypes themselves have no direct counterpart in SML. They have 
similarities to (and differences from) modules and abstract/concrete  datatypes  in SML. 

The name of a valuetype is used in two ways. We can declare entities to be of that type in the 
object part. The name is also used to give access to the functions that are exported from the type. 
To call a function f declared in valuetype V we write V.f(...). 

The coupling between the structure and the functions is not as strong as the coupling between 
objects and methods in the object part. There is nothing that forces the functions to operate on 
values in the type at al17. In this meaning the valuetypes are more like modules than abstract  
datatypes.  

Import and export clauses are used as in the base language. Export of constructors is discussed 
in section 4.3.2. 

4.1:1 Generics 

Valuetypes can be generic. The syntax for this is almost as in the object part. It is also possible to 
have type variables. In the second case we need a way to distinguish between them and ordinary 
types. For this reason we require that the names of the type variables always must start with an 
apostrophe ('). When we define a generic valuetype we do not define a type but a template for a 
type. The instantiation of a generic valuetype is a type but not the generic valuetype itself. 

4.2 List -  An example value type 

To give a taste of how valuetypes are defined a valuetype for lists is described in this section, To 
be really useful it would need to have more operations but it should serve as an example. 

4.2.1 List Code  

valtype  List['Elena; 
export 

Empty,Cons,Map; 
-- No need to import anything 
struct 

Empty 
I Cons of  'Eiern  * List['Elem]; 

with 
function Map(: Function['From, 'To]; 

1: List['From]): List['To]; 
begin 

case 1 of 
I Empty: Empty; 
I Cons(e,rest): Cons(f(e), Map(, rest)); 
end; -- Case 

end map 

7The same is true of SML:s abstypes. 
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end List. 

From this valuetype we can generate types such as List[Int] and List[List[Real]]. This valuetype 
is like lists in other functional languages (LISP,SML) where lists have a head and a tail if they are 
not empty. 

Function is a predefined valuetype. It is used to let functions take other functions as parameters. 
The declaration g:Function[A,B] tell us that  g  is a function from A to  B.  We view functions as 
only taking one argument, however the type of that argument may be a tuple; h:Function[C*D*E, 
F]. With this reasoning the type of List.map is: 

Function [Function['From, 'To] * List ['From] , List [' To] 

Functions may return other functions, however it is not possible to apply functions partially 
which means that this facility is a lot less powerful than in SML. 

4.2.2 The use of a list 

If we assume that the valuetype Integer exports a function ToReal: Function[Integer, Real] then 
we can use List in the following way: 

Object part 

ObjIList: List [Integer]; 
ObjRList: List [Real]; 

ObjIList := List.Cons(5, List.Cons(3, List.Empty)); 
ObjRList := List.Map(Integer.ToReal, ObjIList);  

Value part 

let 
ValIList = List.Cons(S, List.Cons(3, List.Empty)); 
ValRList = List.Map(Integer.ToReal, ValIList); 

in 

end; 

4.3 A. formal description 

In this section the syntax and part of the semantics for the valuetypes is given. In the next section 
we describe how an expression is evaluated. By convention words starting with upper case letters 
in the syntax are  nonterminals  and words starting with letters in lower case are terminal symbols. 
Characters between two ':s are also terminal symbols. The character ' itself is written ". 

4.3.1 The whole type  

Valtype 	valtype  ID Generics ';' 
Exports 
[Imports] 
struct 

Structure 
with 

{Function}+ 
end ID ; 

Generics —› Empty 
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'[' GenId 	GenId} ']' ; 
Exports --> export IdList ';' ; 
Empty  —i;  
Imports 	import IdList ';' ; 
IdList 	ID ',' ID } ; 
GenId —+ "'"ID ; 

The Generic, Import and Export clauses fill the same function as in the object part. It should 
be noted that we can only import other valuetypes here. It is also only possible to instantiate 
generic parameters with valuetypes. The reason for this is to guarantee a clear border between the 
object and the value part of  Linne  . 

4.3.2 Structure 

Structure 	Alternative {' Alternative}-1- ; 
Alternative 	ID [of Tuple] ; 
Tuple Type 	Type} ; 

This part of the declaration shows how values of the type are constructed. Each alternative 
defines a new alternative and introduces a constructor function. In the list example we had two 
constructor functions, Cons and Empty (the latter call also be called a constructor constant). 

If a constructor has been exported it can be used outside the type for value construction and 
in pattern matching (see below). It can not be used in any way if it has not been exported. If we 
export all constructors we get something that is close to a concrete  datatype  in SML. If we export 
none then we almost get a SML abstype. In some cases it might also be meaningful to export some 
but not all of the constructors. If we are doing a value implementation of queues we might want 
to export the constructor for empty queues so that we can initiate them and check if a queue is 
empty with pattern matching. But we would probably not want to let the outer world access the 
inner structure of a nonempty queue. 

4.3.3 Functions 

Function —› FunctionHead begin Expression end ID ';' ; 
FunctionHead --> function ID ['(' ParamList ')'] ':' Type ';' ; 
ParamList Param {';' Param} ; 
Param --> ID ':' Type; 
Type —› ID [Instantiation] 

GenId ; 
Instantiation 	'[' Type 	Type} ']' ; 

4.3.4 Expression syntax 

Expression 	Constant 
I let {Binding}+ in Expression end 
I 	if Expression then Expression else Expression end 
I 	case Expression of MatchList ElsePart end 
I FunctionCall ; — This include the aritmethic operators 

ElsePart —+ Empty 
I else Expression; 

MatchList 	{Match}-fr  ; 
Constant 	IntConstant 

I RealConstant 
CharConstant 
StringConstant 
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I BooleanConstant ; 
FunctionCall 	[ID '.'] ID ['('  Args  ')'] ;  
Args 	Expression {',' Expression } ; 

Match —> 'I' Pattern ':' Expression ; 
Pattern —> [ID '.'] ID ['(' Pattern {',' Pattern} ')' 1; 
Binding —> ID '=' Expression ';' ; 

To use functions (or constructors) from other valuetypes we must prefix the name of the function 
with the name of the other valuetype. Constructor constants are syntactically functions without 
arguments. The predefined valuetypes are exceptions to this rule. We write 3 instead of Integer.3. 
In the same vein we use the usual operators instead of the corresponding functions. 2+4 instead 
of Integer.Add(2,4). 

4.4 Expression evaluation 

In this section an operational semantics for expressions is given. The semantics tells us how an 
expression is evaluated to a value. A value is either a constant or a constructor applied to other 
values. The semantics is in the style of Plotkins operational semantics [Plotkin 81]. 

4.4.1 Environments 

An environment is a mapping from identifiers to values. To get the value associated with identifier  
x  in environment Env we write Env(x). It is an error if  x  is not in the domain of Env. An 
environment Env is written Env = < (idi,  vi), 	, (id„, vn) >. We have one further operation on 
environments, +. If Env =  Envi  + Env2  then Env(x) is defined as Envi(x) if  x  is in the domain 
of  Envi  and Env2(x) otherwise. 

4.4.2 Evaluation 

An expression Expr is evaluated in an environment Env. This is called a configuration and is 
written (Expr I Env). The evaluation is done by transitions from one configuration to another, 
this is written: 

(Expr I  Env) —> (Expr' I Env') 
The last transition gives us a value and we are no longer interested in the environment. 
(Expr I Env) —> v 

4.4.3 Identifiers 

(id I Env) 	Env(id) 

4.4.4 Let 

We only give semantics for let expressions containing one binding. This is because 

let 
id = Expr ; BindingList 

in 
Expr 

end 

is just syntactic sugar for: 

let 
id = Expr; 

in 
let 
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BindingList 
in 

Expr 
end 

end 

(.NEnv)—.v  
(let id  =Ei  in  E2endlEnv)—(E21<(1d,v)>+Env)  

4.4.5 II 

We first evaluate the condition to decide which of the other expressions that should be evaluated. 

If 1: (pltEnv)—v  
(if E1  then E2  else  E,  end Env)—(if v then E2  else  E,  end Env) 

If 2: (if true then E2 else E3 end I Env) —› (E2  I Env) 

If 3:(if false then E2 else E3 end I Env) —› (E3  Env) 

4.4.6 Case 

To evaluate case expressions we need a help function for the pattern matching. The function is 
called Match. It takes a value and a pattern as arguments. A pattern is either an identifier or 
a constructor name followed by a number of subpatterns. Match returns either an environment 
with the bindings introduced by the matching or the special value failure. Match is defined by the 
following: 

Match(v, id) = <(id,v) > 
Match(C(vi, • • •, v.), C(Pati, • • •, Pat.)) = Match(vi ,  patt)  + 	+ Match(v„, pat„) 
Otherwise Match(v,pat) = failure 
Where failure + Env = failure 

Env -1- failure = failure 

In the second rule above we also demand that the same identifier does not occur in several 
places among the patterns. 

In the rules below we use  ML  asphort 	MatchList and  EP  as short for ElsePart. 

(case Expr of  ML  EP  en(dx1 PLI v)—riv(c)a; 
Case 1:  

	v of  ML  EP  end I Env) 

Match(v,pattern). Env' 
Case 2: (case v of pattern:Expr NIL  EP endt  Env)—(Expr pEnv4Env) 

Match(v,pattern)= failure  Case 3: (case v of pattern:Expr  ML  EP  end! Env)—(case v of  ML  EP  endi  Env) 

Case 4: (case v of else Expr end I Env) 	(Expr I Env) 

4.4.7 Function Calls 

Before we show how to evaluate function calls we must introduce a static environment for the 
valuetypes and show what we bind to function names in an environment. 

Each valuetype introduces a static environment which contains the functions defined in the 
valuetype and the functions imported from other valuetypes. A local function f is inserted with 
it's name while a function  g  imported from valuetype V is inserted as g.V. We call the static 
environment in valuetype V for SEnvv • 

The value bound to the name of a function in an environment is a tuple with three parts. The 
body of the function (an expression), its parameters and the static environment of its  valmtype.  

Assume that we have a function f in valuetype V. 
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function f(x:Integer; y:Integer): Integer; 
begin 

x+y; 
end f; 

Then we get that SEnvv(f) = (x+y, (x,y), SEnvv). 
If f is exported and another valuetype W imports V then SEnvw(V.f) = (x,y, (x,y), SEnvv). 

Now we can evaluate f(Ei, ..., En). F can stand for both a local call and a qualified (V.f) call. 

Fun: Elf2(7̀ ri,Z
(
I'ir=;;7' )(2;,?< 

4.5 Integrating with the object part 

To use functions or values from a valuetype in a class we must import the valuetype. It is not 
necessary to import the predefined value types. We can then declare instance variables to be of 
that valuetype. To call functions of a valuetype we use the syntax: Typename.Function(Args) . 
For example if we have the valuetype Complex defined earlier we can do the following: 

cl,c2,c3: Complex;  

cl := Complex.Number(2.0, 0.0); 
c2 := Complex.Number(1.9, -2.3); 
c3 := Complex.Add(cl,c2);  

If we are using generic valuetypes we may only instantiate them with other valuetypes, not 
with classes. 

Pattern matching is possible in the object part as well as in the functional part with the 
limitation that we may only do it on identifiers. The syntax is: 

CaseStatement case ID of {MatchStatement}± end ; 
MatchStatement —› 'I' Pattern ':' Statements ; 

Pattern is the same as in the value part. The new identifiers introduced by the matching may 
not collide with identifiers that are already declared. Different patterns may contain the same 
identifiers. The introduced identifiers may not be assigned. 

As an example of this we show a method that writes out a list. We assume that terminal is an 
instance variable of a class that provides I/O operations. 

procedure WriteList(1 : List[Int]); 
begin 

case 1 of 
I List.Empty: 

terminal.PutString("Done"); 
I List.Cons(a,11): 

terminal.PutInt(a); 
WriteList(11); 

end; 
end WriteList; 

4.5.1 Start Values 

To give a start value to variables (both instance variables and locals) of a valuetype we use the first 
constructor defined for the given type. The start value is the value returned by that constructor. 
If the constructor takes arguments the start values for the argument types are used for them. For 
generic parameters we use the types given in the instantiation to determine the start value. To 
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avoid infinite recursion the arguments may not be of the constructor's own type. The programmer 
should put the constructors in such an order that this rule gives start values that make sense. The 
start value for lists for example is List.Empty. For another example let us take the valuetype Pair.  

valtype  Pair ' A, '133 ; 
export 

Make; 
struct 

Make of 'A *  'B;  
with 

-- No functions 
end Pair. 

The start value of a variable declared as Pair[String,Int] is Make(" 0). 

4.6 The choice between a class and a valuetype 

Both classes and valuetypes are powerful mechanisms. If we want to implement a specific type it 
is often easy to determine which of these that should be used in the implementation. Complex 
numbers are most naturally implemented as a valuetype while a window is best modeled as an 
object. 

However, for some types both a value and an object implementation can be natural. Take lists 
for example. They are used in many functional languages and are often seen as a basic type there. 
An excellent implementation of lists as objects is in [Meyer 88] pages 191 to 199. There lists are 
seen as an ordered collection of elements where one of them is the current element. Some methods 
operate on the current element and others select another element to be current. 

For types like this we must let other things guide us in the choice between values and objects. 
If we want to store objects in a list we must use an object implementation since objects can not 
be a part of a valuetype. 

For a parallel language like that described in section 5 we also get some other things to take 
into account. If we have a lot of items in the program we could be guided by implementation issues 
like the cost of process creation and message sending. If we want to have a high level of parallelism 
then we probably want to use objects. Then again some implementations may use the implicit 
parallelism that is present in the value part. 

Another way to make the choice is to say that if we want to model mathematics we should use 
valuetypes. If we want to model physical reality we should use classes. 

4.7 The dictionary in  Linne  

As we promised in section 2.2.6 here is a dictionary  datatype  written in  Linne  . We give the 
dictionary both as a valuetype and a class. In the dictionaries we use strings as keys but let the 
data be of a generic type. 

4.7.1 Dictionaries as values 

We use a list-like structure to hold the key/data pairs in the dictionary. Another approach is to 
have a list of pairs as an internal structure in the dictionary and use the list for all operations. It 
would probably be better to do it that way but to do this cleanly we would need a list valuetype 
with more powerful operations than the list defined earlier in this chapter. 

Dict is a type where it is meaningful to export only some of the constructors.  

valtype  Dict PToType] 
export 

Empty, Insert, Lookup, GotKey,Remove; 
struct 

Empty 
I Match of String * 'ToType * DictPToType]; 
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with 
function Insert(d:Dict['ToType]; key: String; data:'ToType): Dict['ToType]; 
begin 

case  d  of 
1 Empty : Match(key,data, Empty) 
1 Match(aKey,aData,aDict) : 

if aKey=key then 
Match(key,data,aDict) 

else 
Match(aKey,aData, Insert(aDict, key, data)) 

end -- if 
end -- case 

end Insert; 

function GotKey(d:Dict['ToType]; key: String): Boolean; 
begin 

case  d  of 
1 Empty : false 
I Match(aKey, aData, aDict): 
-- The following if expression could also be written 
- (aKey = key) or GotKey(aDict,key) 
if aKey = key then 
true 

else 
GotKey(aDict, key) 

end--- if 
end -- case 

end GotKey; 

-- Return the data associated with key 
-- An error occurs if the key is not in the dictionary 
function LookUp(d: Dict['ToType]; key: String): 'ToType; 
begin 

case  d  of 
-- No match for Empty since we want to fail then 
1 Match(aKey,aData,aDict): 
if aKey=key then 

aData 
else 

LookUp(aDict,key) 
end 

end LookUp; 

-- Remove a key with its data from the dictionary 
-- Do nothing if the key is not present 
function Remove(d:Dict['ToType]; key: String): DictPToType]; 
begin 
case  d  of 
1 Empty: Empty 
Match(aKey,aData,aDict): 
if aKey=key then 
aDict 

else 
Match(aKey,aData, Remove(aDict, key)) 

end -- if 
end -- case 
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end Remove; 

end Dict. 

The dictionaries are used in a straight forward way: 

let  
dl  = Dict.Insert( 

Dict.Insert(Dict.Empty, "a", 6),  
"b",  19); 

in 
if Dict.GotKey(d1,"f") then 

Dict.LookUp(d1,"f") 
else 

Dict.LookUp(d1,"a") 
end -- if 

end -- let 

The expression above returns the value 6. 

4.7.2 Dictionaries as objects 

It is possible to implement dictionaries as objects in an equivalent way to the implementation of 
dictionaries as values. Every object would then hold a key, the data and a link to the next object. 
All objects would answer to the messages Create,Insert, LookUp and GotKey. The object with an 
empty string as key would have to serve as the empty dictionary. 

Instead we choose an approach that takes more code to implement but may be more convenient 
in the long run. The dictionary itself is an object that contains a list of other objects (links). 
The links contains the key/data pairs. We do not give a complete implementation of links but 
concentrate on their interface. • 

class Link[T]; 
-- Store one element of type T and allow links 
-- to other elements like myself. 

export 
-- Create is always implicitly exported 
setLeft,setRight,getLeft,getRight,getData,setData,getKey,setKey; 

instance 
key: String; 
data: T; 
left,right: Link[T]; 

methods 
procedure Create(myKey: String; myData:T); 
begin 

key := myKey; 
data := myData; 

end Create; 

-- The following methods do the obvious so 
-- we only give their method heads. 
procedure setLeft(newLeft:Link[T]); 
procedure setRight(newRight:Link[T]): 
procedure setData(newData; T); 
-- We cannot change the key after creation 

function getLeft():Link[T]; 
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function getRight():Link[T]; 
function getData():T; 
function getKey():String; 

end Link. 

Now we give the dictionary class itself. It uses a nonexported method, Find, to get to the 
element that we want. In this way we don't have to replicate as much code as in the functional 
version. 

class Dict[ToType]; 
import 
Link; 

export 
IsEmpty,Insert,Lookup, GotKey,Remove; 

instance 
first,last: Link[ToType]; 

methods 

-- The dict is empty if it does not contain any list 
function IsEmpty() :Boolean; 
begin 
result := first=Void; 

end IsEmpty; 

function Find(key:String): Link[ToType]; 
local 

found: Boolean; -- Set to false automatically 
begin 
result := first; 
while (not result=Void) and (not found) do 
if result.getKey = key then 
found := true; 

else 
result := result.getRight; 

endif; 
end; -- while 

end Find; 

procedure Insert(key: String; data: ToType); 
local 

theItem: Link[ToType]; 
begin 
theItem := Find(key); 
if theItem=Void then 
-- No such key before, insert a new first in list 
theItem.Create(key,data); 
if IsEmpty() then 
first := theItem; 
last := theItem; 

else 
theItem.setLeft(first); 
first.setRight(theItem); 
first := theItem; 
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endif; -- if IsEmpty() 
else 
-- The key existed before, change the data 
theItem.setData(data); 

endif; 
end Insert; 

function LookUp(key:String):ToType; 
local 

theItem: Link[ToType]; 
dummy: Integer; 

begin 
theItem 	Find(key); 
-- If key was not present then theItem is Void now. 
-- In that case the next statement gives an error 
-- A better way to do this is probably to return 
-- some default value given by the client as parameter 
-- to the call. 
-- We can not use Void since ToType may be a valuetype. 
result := theItem.getData; 

end LookUp; 

function GotKey(key:String):Boolean; 
local 

theItem: Link[ToType); 
begin 
theItem := Find(key); 
result := not theItem=Void; 

end GotKey; 

procedure Remove(key:String); 
-- Remove the data with the given key from the dictionary 
-- If no such key is present then do nothing 
local 

theItem: Link[ToType]; 
lItem,rItem: LinkrroType]; 

begin 
theItem := Find(key); 
if not theItem=Void then 
-- Unlink from list  
litern  := theItem.getLeft; 
if not lItem=Void then 
lItem.setRight(theItem.getRight); 

else 
theItem must be first in the list 

first := theItem.getRight; 
endif; 
rItem := theItem.getRight; 
if not rItem=Void then 
rItem.setLeft(theItem.getLeft); 

else 
theItem must be last in the list 

last := theItem.getLeft; 
end; 

end; -- if not theItem=Void 
end Remove; 
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end Dict. 
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5  Parallelism  in  Linne  
In this section the parallel part of  Linne  will be described. The syntax of section 3 is used. We 
only have to add the guards (section 5.3) to it. 

5.1 The objects 

In  Linne  every object is also a process. Since an object may only change its own instance variables 
we have no problems with two processes trying to change the same variable at the same time. It is 
of course possible that two objects tries to send a message to another object at the same time. The 
target will then accept the messages in first come first served order and no confusion will occur. It 
is the responsibility of an object to make sure that its instance variables always are in a consistent 
state when the object can be called from the outside. 

When an object has been created and the create method has finished it starts waiting for 
messages. An object does not do anything when it is not answering a message. 

5.2 Communication 
Objects communicate with each other by sending messages. When an object tries to send a message 
to another the message is put into a queue of incoming messages for the receiver, the sender then 
has to wait until the receiver has accepted the message. The receiver will only accept messages 
when it is not executing a method. It is also possible that the receiver is waiting for a message but 
is not accepting the given message for the moment, see section 5.3. 

When the receiver is ready to accept a message it takes the first suitable message from the 
queue and receives it. If the called method is a function the sender will have to wait until the 
function is done. This is like a remote procedure call. Otherwise (a procedure) the sender may 
continue at once, no further contact between the two objects is needed. If the queue is empty 
when an object wants to receive a message it must wait until a message arrives. Since the sender 
must wait we do not get any parallelism from function calls. The parallelism is introduced by the 
procedure calls. 

This mechanism is often called synchronous message passing. The author feels that synchronous 
message passing makes programs easier to understand and debug than programs using asyn-
chronous messages. This will also simplify the runtime system in an implementation since we 
do not need to have any buffers in it. Another reason to use synchronous message passing is that 
it is the way that CCS does it and one of the design goals of  Linne  was to give a message sending 
semantics in CCS. That semantics is given in section 7. 

5.3 Guards 

In some cases an object may want to accept only certain messages. A buffer for example should 
not accept a message to remove an element if it is empty. It is possible to specify when certain 
messages should not be accepted by using guards. A guard is a boolean expression that is attached 
to a method. The corresponding message will only be accepted if the guard of the is true. 

This means that if an object sends a remove message to an empty buffer the sender will he 
suspended until another object has deposited an item into the buffer. 

5.3.1 Local use of guards 

Guards only work at the class level. We want to implement calls inside an object as ordinary 
procedure calls without any checking of guards. This means that it is possible for a method to call 
another method in the same object even if the called method's guard currently is false. In most 
cases this is an error but we want the guards to be a synchronization mechanism and not a way of 
defining preconditions. In most cases the programmer would probably not want to call a method 
whose guard is false but if the call is local to an object it is possible for the caller to check the 
guard with an ordinary conditional statement. This is not possible when we are calling methods 
in another object since we may have inference from other objects that may make the guard false 
before our message arrives. 
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It might be more meaningful to check the guards before local calls also if we had some exception 
mechanism is  Linné.  A local call to a method with a false guard would then raise an exception 
that could be caught and handled. (Analogous to Eiffel when we call a method whose precondition 
evaluates to false.) Without exceptions the only thing to do is to abort the whole system. So, in 
this case at least, we take the stance of 'the programmer must know what he is doing'. 

5.3.2 Redefinition of guards 

When a method with a guard is redefined the old guard has no relevance for the new method. 
If the new method wants to have the same guard as the redefined method the guard has to be 
written explicitly. We treat guards in the same way as the method's code which also is completely 
redefined. The author feels that guards have more to do with implementation than with specifica-
tion, a redefined method with new code may have different synchronization needs than the original 
method. For example, in a subclass to the buffer below we might define a different way to handle 
messages to full buffers than to simple avoid receiving them (creating a bigger storage area for 
example). We might restrict the changes of the guard to make it weaker as Eiffel's preconditions 
work([Meyer 88]  p.  255), but we would not be able to check that the new guard really is weaker 
than the old guards. 

5.4 A buffer 

In section 3 we gave an example of a class for queues. The example can be expanded to work in a 
parallel environment by adding suitable guards. We also change the class names since queues are 
often called buffers in a parallel environment The functions isFull and isEmpty are still exported 
but are of less use in the parallel version. They are however used in the guard expressions. 

class Buffer[T] ; 
-- The elements are of type T 
-- We do not inherit or import from any other class 

export 
put,get,isFull,isEmpty; 

instance 
storage [100] : T; 
first,last: 	integer; 

methods 

[not isFull] 
procedure put(item: T); 
begin 

storage [last] := item; 
last := (last + 1) mod 100; 

end put; 

[not isEmpty] 
function get:T; 
begin 

result := storage [first]; 
first := (first + 1) mod 100; 
-- The value of result is now returned. 

end get; 

function isFull:boolean; 

8The Eiffel compiler does not check that the precondition really is weakened. 
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begin 
result := first = (last+1) mod 100; 

end isFull; 

function isEmpty:boolean; 
begin 
result := first=last; 

end isEmpty; 
end Buffer. 

We write  x  := buffer.get; to get the next element from the buffer. If the buffer is empty 
the consumer has to wait until another object has put something into the buffer. 

5.5 Interference with inheritance 

5.5.1 Inheritance and Concurrency 

Many researchers have found difficulties with combining inheritance and concurrency in an object 
oriented language[Wegner 87],[America 87], [KaLee 89]. Two main problems seem to occur: 

Finding Code There is a need to find and copy methods between processors in a multi processor 
system. 

Concurrency Control The mechanism used to exclude access to methods that are not applicable 
at the moment (such as get on an empty buffer) cannot handle methods introduced in an 
descendant class. 

The first problem is easy to avoid in  Linne  . We just put a copy of all code on every node in 
the system. (Even if we did not copy all code it would probably not be hard to implement the 
code finding.) This problem mainly occurs for languages where classes can be changed at runtime 
so that the runtime system must ensure that all copies of a method are consistent after a change 
is made. 

To combine concurrency control with inheritance seems to be the main problem. In [KaLee 89] 
this issue is discussed thoroughly. They differentiate between centralized control and decentralized 
control. In centralized control synchronization is handled by one subprogram. The acceptance 
of a call is indicated by explicitly waiting for one or more messages, POOL[America 88] handles 
concurrency in this fashion. The problem with this is that the controlling routine cannot be used 
in a subclass. The old routine cannot know about new methods in the subclass so it will not give 
access to them. We must reimplement the control in (at least) every subclass that defines new 
methods. This does not seem attractive. 

Decentralized control seems more promising. This is also what we get with the guard expressions 
in  Linné.  It will be shown below that inheritance and guards combine peacefully. But let us first 
look at some other approaches. 

5.5.2 ACT++ 

A solution for the inheritance problem is given in [KaLee 89]. The language used is ACT++, a 
concurrent extension of  C++.  The concurrency model is based on actors. In ACT++, every class 
defines a number of behaviours. In the context of ACT++ a behaviour is a state that defines a 
set of methods that an object can accept when it is in that state. An object enters a behaviour 
by issuing the command become BehaviourName. Behaviors can be renamed or redefined in 
subclasses so that a given behavior refers to a new set of methods. Assume that a class,  C,  has 
defined behavior  b  = { m1, m2  }, and a subclass to it,  D,  defines behavior bNew = { 
m2, m3 } redefines  b.  Then a command become  b,  issued in an inherited method will put an 
object of the subclass into state bNew where it will accept calls to mj, m2 and m3. This control 
method is compatible with inheritance but from the given examples in [KaLee 89] it looks like a 
subclass has to rename or redefine all behaviors from the  superclass.  The implementor must also 
examine the parent thoroughly to see what behaviors a method can put an object into. 
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5.5.3 Hybrid 

Hybrid [Nierstrasz87a],[Nierstrasz87b] is another parallel object oriented language. Not every 
object is a process in Hybrid, instead the objects are partitioned into domains where every domain 
is a process. To control method access a method can be associated with a delay queue. Several 
methods may be associated with one queue but a method may not use several queues. A method 
does only accept messages if its queue is open. The state of a queue can be changed by the 
commands queueName . open respective queueName . close. This mechanism is close to guards in  
Linne  and the use of delay queues can easily be modeled with guards. 

However situations where the subclass needs to define a new delay queue causes some problems 
for Hybrid. The old methods cannot manipulate the new queue since they do not know about its 
existence so they can never make methods that uses the new queue accessible. 

In the example given below a Hybrid implementation would have needed an extra delay queue 
while the  Linne  version only needs to use a combination of earlier predicates. (Remember that a 
Hybrid method only can use one delay queue.) 

5.5.4 An extension of the buffer 

To show the simplicity of  Linnes  approach to concurrency handling we extend the bounded buffer 
defined earlier. Assume that we want to add a (somewhat peculiar) operation to the buffer that 
adds a new element second last in the buffers internal queue9 . To do this the buffer must contain 
at least one element but not be full. 

class Extendeauffer[T]; 
inherit 

Buffer[T]; 
export 
[(not isEmpty) and (not isFull)] 
procedure InsNextLast(elem:T);  
var  
newLast: Integer; 

begin 
-- Move the previous last 
newLast := (last+1) mod 100; 
storage [newLast] := storage [last]; 
storage [last] := elem; 
last := newLast; 

end InsNextLast; 
end ExtendedBuffer; 

5.6 Comparison with POOL 

The comparison is only in the areas of concurrency control. There are (of course) more things 
that differentiates POOL and  Linne  . Information about POOL can be found in [America 87], 
[America 88], [Bronnenberg 89], [AB 89]. POOL (Parallel Object Oriented Language) is developed 
at Philips, Holland as subproject A of ESPRIT project 415. 

POOL uses the centralized approach to concurrency control. Every object has a body. The 
body starts executing as soon as the object is created. This means that all objects can be seen as 
active. Objects in  Linne  are more passive since they are only executing at the explicit request of 
another object. 

Since the body in a POOL object always executes it must indicate explicitly when it can accept 
a message. This is done with the statement ANSWER(messagelist). This means that the object 
waits until one of the messages mentioned in messagelist arrives. The method associated with that 

9The example is inspired by a similar example in [KaLee 89]. In that example the added operation was GetRear 
that removed the last instead of the first element of the buffer. That would be easy to do in  Linne  but would also be 
easy in Hybrid. An example that could not be implemented in Hybrid was wanted to show the differences between 
guards and delay queues. 
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message is then executed. After the method has been executed the statement after the ANSWER 
statement is executed. 

One facility of POOL is that it is possible to issue the ANSWER command inside a method. 
This means that the object reacts to a message, does something, starts waiting for another message 
and then reacts to the new message. After the new message has been handled the handling of the 
first message is continued. 

When a message is accepted by an object the sender will synchronize with the receiver until 
the receiver issues a RETURN statement. This is like ADAs Rendezvous. If nothing interesting 
is returned the convention is to return the receiver itself. The synchronization of procedures and 
functions in  Linne  can be seen as special cases of the mechanism used in POOL. 

The problem of combining a special synchronization routine with inheritance has been discussed 
above and in fact POOL does not have inheritance"). This author also feels that the possibility of 
doing ANSWER statements inside methods easily can lead to programs that are hard to follow. 

lcOther reasons for not having inheritance in POOL is given in [America 87]. 
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6 Examples 

6.1 	The sieve of Erastothenes 

The sieve of Erastothenesis a method to find prime numbers. The idea is that we have written 
down natural numbers from two and upward: 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ... 
The primes are found by deleting the numbers that are not prime. We take the first number 

that is not already found to be a prime and is not marked as nonprime, and call that number  n.  
Then every n:th number after  n  is marked as being not a prime. We first take the number two and 
mark every other number. 

2 3 .4 5 .6 7 .8 9 .10 11 .12 13 14 ... 
Then we take the first number after two that is not checked,  je.  three and marks every third 

number. 
2 3 .4 5 .6 7 .8 .9 .10 11 .12 13 .14 ... 
Then we do the same for 5,7,11 and so on. 

6.1.1 The program 

We now define a class that can do the main work of this operation. The implementation depends 
on fairness since we are trying to create a list of all natural numbers. If we wanted to limit ourselves 
we could put a check in Create so that we did not create a neighbor if the given number was bigger 
than a given constant. We assume that we have access to a class Std that provides io operations. 

class Sieve; 
import 
Std; 

export 
-- Create exported automatically 
CheckPrime,Print; 

instance 
next: sieve; 
myNumber:  Int;  
isPrime: Boolean; -- Set to true by Create 

-- Set to false if this number is filtered away 
-- If we get a CheckPrime message when isPrime 
-- is true we know that we are a prime. 

Methods 
procedure Create(aNum:  int);  
begin 
isPrime := true; -- Assume the best 
myNumber := aNum; 
next.create(aNum+1); 

end Create; 

-- Filter is used to remove all multiples of 
-- a number that has found out that it is a 
-- prime. 
procedure Filter(n: Integer); 
begin 
if isPrime then 
isPrime := (myNumber mod  n)  = 0 

end; 
next.Filter(n); 

end Filter; 
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procedure CheckPrime; 
begin 

if not isPrime then 
-- We know that we are no prime 
-- Let our neighbor check itself 
next.CheckPrime; 

else 
-- As far as we know we are a prime 
-- Since we get this message now 
-- we can be sure of it. 
-- Mark all numbers that are multiples of us 
next.Filter(myNumber); 
-- Check the neighbor 
next.CheckPrime; 

end; 
end CheckPrime; 

procedure Print(terminal:Std); 
begin 
if isPrime then 

terminal.PutNumber(myNumber); 
end; 
next. Print; 
end print; 

end Sieve. 

The intended use of this class is to first call create with the number two. The newly created 
object will then create another object with number three and the same terminal. This creation 
will continue but the object can do other things as soon as it has started its neighbor. 

Create in the Root class could look like this: 

procedure Create; 
local 

terminal: Std; 
siever: Sieve; 

begin 
terminal. Create; 
terminal.PutString("Primes:"); 
siever.Create(2); 
siever.CheckPrime; 
siever.Print(terminal); 

end Create; 

6.1.2 A graphical view 

If we represent objects with circles and references between objects with arrows then a picture of a 
moment in execution of the program above can be given. This is in figure 1. 
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Status (Method and next instruction) Object 

Waiting 

In: Print(terminal) 
Instruction: next.Print(terminal) 

In: Filter(3) 
Instruction: next.Filter(3) 

In: Filter(2) 
Instruction: 
isPrime:= (n mod myNumber) = 0  

Waiting 

In: Create(7) 
Instruction: next.Create(8) 

Printed on the terminal: 
Primes: 23 



6.2 Quicksort 

We define a class that can sort lists of integers. The lists are the same as those defined in section 
4.1. The class has two methods, one to start the sorting and one to get the sorted list. The reason 
to have two methods is to avoid waiting for a result when we start the sorting. The two methods 
are sort that takes an integer list as parameter and the function GetResult that returns the sorted 
list. 

The class is meant to be used as in the following code segment. 

qs: QSort; 
1: ListEInteger]; 
begin 

qs.Create; 
qs.Sort(1); 
1 := qs.GetResult(): 

end 

QSort is more an operation then a class. A more pure class could have been a List class with a 
sorting operation. It is useful as an example of parallelism, though. To implement the sorting we 
use a valuetype, Split, that allow us to split integer lists into two sublists containing elements that 
are smaller respectively larger than a given element. We also assume that we have a valuetype List 
with more operations than defined previously. In particular we assume that the functions Length 
and Concat exist. 

We first give the valuetype Split and then the class QSort.  

valtype  Split; 
export 

Make,Lower,Upper; 
import 

List; 
struct 

Pair of List[Integer›List[Integer]: 
with 

-- This function does the main work of 
-- splitting the list 
- lowList and highList is used so we can have 
-- tail recursion. 
function DoMake(splitThis: List[Integer]; pivot: Integer; 

lowList,highList: List [Integer]): Split; 
begin 

case  splitmis  of 
I List.Empty: 

-- We are done, just make a Pair of lowList and highList 
Pair(lowList,highList); 

I List.Cons(elem, restList): 
-- Decide about  eiern  and then take care of the 
- restList. The call is tail recursive so 
-- this can be implemented effectively 
if  eiern  <= pivot then 

-- Put into lowList 
DoMake(restList, pivot, List.Cons(elem,lowList), highList) 

else 
-- Put into highList 
DoMake(restList, pivot, lowList, List.Cons(elem,highList)) 

end 
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end -- case 
end DoMake; 

-- The callable function; Front end to DoMake 
function Make(splitList: List[Integer]; pivot: Integer): Split; 
begin 

DoMake(splitList, pivot, List.Empty, List.Empty); 
end Make; 

-- Get the parts of a Split 
function Lower(s:Split): List[Integer]; 
begin 

case s of 
I Pair(low,high): low; 
end -- case 

end Lower; 

function Upper(s:Split): List [Integer]; 
begin 

case s of 
I Pair(low,high): high; 
end -- case 

end Upper; 

Now we are ready to implement QSort. In this version we always create new sorters if the list 
we shall sort is longer than one element. It is also possible to do a sequential sort for lists that are 
shorter than  k  element for some  k.  K:s  optimal value depends on how many processors that are 
available and on the cost of object creation and message passing. 

class QSort; 
export 

Sort,GetResult; 
import 

List ,Split; 
instance 

hasResult: Boolean; 	Is the sorting ready 
theSplit : Split; 
smallSorter: QSort; 
bigSorter: Wort; 
smalls,bigs: List [Integer]; 
sorted: List[Integer]; 

methods 
procedure Sort(1: List[Integer]); 
begin 

hasResult := false; 
if List.length(1) <= 1 then 

sorted := 1; 
hasResult := true; 

else 
case 1 of 
-- We know that 1 is not empty here. 
I Cons(pivot,11): 

theSplit := Split.Make(11, pivot); 
smalls 	:= Split.Lower(theSplit); 
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bigs 	:= Split.Upper(theSplit); 
smallSorter.create; 
bigSorter.create; 
-- Start sorting of sublists 
smallSorter.sort(smalls); 
bigSorter.sort(bigs); 
-- We are now sorting and will 
-- to get the results when the 
smalls 
bigs 
sorted 
hasResult 

end; -- case 
end Sort; 

[hasResult] 
function GetResult() : List[Integer]; 
begin 

result := sorted; 
end GetResult; 

end qSort; 
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only be allowed 
subsorters are done. 

:= smallSorter.GetResult(); 
:= bigSorter,GetResult(); 
:= List.concat(smalls, List.Cons(pivot,bigs)); 
:= true; 



7 Semantics for the object part 
In this section the formal semantics for the object part of  Linne  is given. The semantics is defined 
by translating a  Linné  program to CCS. CCS is a formalism for description of reactive and parallel 
systems. The current version of CCS is described in [Milner 89]. A short introduction to it is given 
in section 7.1. We want the translation to be syntax directed. However the concrete syntax of  
Linne  given in appendix A would lead to an unnecessarily detailed translation. Instead we define 
in section 7.3 an abstract syntax for the object part of  Linne  . 

In chapter nine of [Milner 89] a translation from a "traditional" concurrent language to CCS 
is given. This semantics is inspired by that chapter. 

In the semantics I will concentrate on the process and communication aspects of  Linne.  Inher-
itance is not directly handled by this semantics. The semantics of inheritance in  Linne  is described 
informally in section 3. For the purpose of this section the reader can just assume that a class con-
tains a textual representation of all inherited methods. (Calls to old versions of redefined methods, 
done with ancestor.M, could be handled with implicit renaming.) 

The idea of the semantics is that every  Linne  class becomes a CCS agent. The creation of an 
object in  Linné  will in the semantics mean that a new CCS agent is started in parallel with the rest 
of the program. Process communication is (almost) directly modelled by CCS messages. However 
an extra level of messages is needed to handle guarded methods. 

Since almost everything in CCS are agents we also get agents that do not represent a  Linne  
process. Every variable in the program is translated into an agent which can communicate the 
current value of the variable or accept a new value for it. Also every method (and in fact every 
statement and expression) becomes an agent. This does not introduce any parallelism however 
since all these processes are forced to execute sequentially. Most of these processes become the 
empty process 0 after they have executed. 

7.1 CCS 
CCS stands for Calculus of Communicating Systems. It is meant as a mathematical model for 
concurrent execution of programs in the same way as .\-calculus is a model for sequential execution. 
CCS was developed by Robin Milner and is described in [Milner 89] and [Milner 83]. 

The introduction given in this section should be enough to understand the CCS constructions 
used to give the semantics. The reader is directed to the references for further information on 
CCS. 

7.1.1 Processes and channels 

A program in CCS is built of agents that communicate on channels. Channels are often denoted 
with greek letters, a,ß and so on. The basic agent is 0.It does absolutely nothing. If? is an agent 
then a!n,P is an agent that sends the value  n  on channel a and then behaves as  P  . 
a?x.P is the agent that can receive a value from channel a and then behaves as  P  with  x  bound 
to the received value. (In [Milner 89] a?x is written an and edx is written Fix.) We also write a! 
and a? when we only want to signal something on a channel and not send a value. The sending 
or receiving of a value is called an action. All communication in CCS is synchronous. This means 
that another agent (or the environment, which is also seen as an agent) must be willing to accept 
a value on a channel before the sending can be done. 

The choice between two actions is denoted by +. The agent a!x.P 	fi!y.Q is the agent that 
can either output  x  on channel a and then become  P  or output  y  on channel ß and then become  
Q  . Which alternative that is chosen depends on what the environment is willing to do. If the 
environment can accept a value on both channel a and ß then a non deterministic choice is made. 

We can now define a simple buffer as: BUFF = a?x./31x.0 
This buffer is not really useful since it can only be used once. We can define a more useable 

buffer by using the recursive construction. 
MANYBUFF = rec y.a?x.Mx.y 
The semantics for this is (informally) that when execution reaches  y  in the body of the construct 

a copy of the original process is started. 
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7.1.2 Conditionals 

if  e  then  P  where  e  is a boolean expression is defined as  P  if  e  is true and 0 otherwise. With this 
we can also define if  e  then  P  else  Q  as (if  e  then  P  ) + (if not  e  then  Q  ). 

7.1.3 Parallelism 

The operator I links two agents together.  P  I  Q  means that both  P  and  Q  should execute. If one 
of them tries to send a value on a channel and the other tries to read from the same channel then 
they may synchronize on that channel. For example: al3.Q a?x.A1(x 1).0 may synchronize 
on channel a and become  Q  I ß!4.0 . 

7.1.4 Hiding and renaming 

When we put two agents in parallel with I we sometimes want to ensure that some channels are 
private to these two agents and that no other agent can communicate on them.  P  \S is an agent 
that behaves as  P  except that it can not communicate with other agents on the channels in the 
set S. If S only contains one element S = {a} we may write  P  \a instead of  P  \{a}.  P  can of 
course have several subagents. 

To avoid name clashes we sometimes want to change the name of channels in agents.  P  [a/ß] 
behaves as  P  except that all communication previously done on channel ß is now done on a11. 

7.1.5 Parameterized agents 

It is possible to give arguments to agents. The arguments can only be values, not other agents or 
channel names. An agent that sends increasing integers on channel a is defined as: 

INC = INC(0) 

INC(x) = cx!x.INC(x+1)  

7.2 Dynamic systems 
A running  Linné  program is a highly changing environment. Objects are being created and de-
stroyed and the objects can start communicating with new objects all the time. This is in contrast 
to the standard CCS program which describes a static configuration of processes that communicates 
on the same channels during the program execution12 . 

To accomplish that in our model we use a construction that mimics the introduction of value 
passing in chapter 2.8 in [Milner 89]. The extension makes is possible to use different channels 
depending on an earlier received value. We can for example do cx?x.ß5!3.0 , which means that we 
receive a value on channel a and let that value decide what channel we are going to send the value 
3 on. 

Observe that we do not send channels between processes, only channel selectors. It is not 
possible to do the following: a?x.x!3.0 since it would mean that arbitrary channels could be 
sent. In recent extensions of CCS into the ir-calculus[MPW 89] a mechanism for channel passing 
is introduced but that power is not needed to give semantics for  Linne.  

7.3 Abstract syntax for  Linne  
A lot of constructs are simplified in the abstract syntax. We do not have any exports but methods 
that are not exported in the concrete syntax are given guards that always are false. We also give 
all classes a Create method. This method will just have an empty body if no Create was given 

11  This only affect visible channels of  P  . If  P  has an internal hidden use of ß then that channel will not be 
renamed. 

12It is possible to create new processes during execution in CCS but the high level structure of the program stays 
the same. 
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in the concrete syntax. To make the syntax direction more visible all the guards for a class are 
collected together instead of each guard being adjacent to the corresponding methods. 

We have changed the methods so that they only take one parameter. We also assume that the 
parameter is always called  Arg.  (This simplifies the naming of some channels.) If the parameter is 
not used (the concrete syntax has no parameter) a parameter of the special type NoType (which 
has the only member Void) is introduced to indicate that the parameter is not used. To handle 
several parameters we would need to introduce tuples of expressions and variables. It is not hard 
to include them but they do not add anything relevant to the semantics. No import clauses are 
needed in the abstract syntax. It is assumed that the program to be translated is fully typechecked. 

class 	ID 
— The export is not explicitly mentioned 
InstanceList 
Create 
GuardList 
MethodList ; 

Create —> create Param ProcBody ; 

Param 'Arg' Type ; 

MethodList —› Empty 
I Method MethodList ; 

Method FunMethod 
I ProcMethod ; 

InstanceList —> Empty 
I Instance InstanceList ; 

Instance 	ID Type; 

GuardList Empty 
ID Guard GuardList ; 

ProcMethod  -k  procedure ID Param ProcBody; 
FunMethod function ID Param FunBody ; — Return type in FunBody 
ProcBody —> Locals Statement; 
FunBody —> Type Locals Statement 
— The type in FunBody is the functions result type 

Guard --> Expr ; 

Locals —> Empty 
I Local Locals ; 

Local ID Type; 

Statement —+ if Expr Statement 
while Expr Statement 
ID := Expr 
Statement Statement 
o.create Expr — Create a new instance of  o:s  class 
m Expr — Call to a local method  
om  Expr ; — Call to a method in object o. 

Expr —›  x  — A local or instance variable 
I 	f Expr — Call to a local function method 

o.f Expr — Call to function method in object o. 
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I V Expr; — Call to a value function or constructor. 

7.4 The translation 
In this section the translation into CCS is given. The agent we get when we translate the construct  
C  is denoted with  [[ C  ]] . 

7.4.1 Useful definitions 

Object Identifiers Every object in the system is identified by a natural number. To get unique 
numbers we use the agent INC defined earlier with another name. 

NewNumber = INC [ givenum / ]  

Locations Since  Linné  is an imperative language it uses variables heavily. The writeable memory 
that a variable stands for is modelled by a CCS-agent called a location. A location has the 
definition: 

LOC(y) = put?x. LOC(x) + getly. LOC(y) 

To allow several variables we define LOC,(y) as: 

LOC,,(y)[put, /put, get, /get] 

Parameters These are models of method parameters. They can not be changed inside the 
procedure. Their definition is: 

PARAM(y) = get!y. PARAM(y) 

PARAM(y) = PARAM(y)[getv  /get]  

Done We assume that all created subagents signal their completion by sending a message on the 
channel  p.  That leads to the definition of the agent done. 

done = p!. 0  

Before The channel  p  is used to create some sequentiality between the agents. With the help 
of  p  we can define the requirement that agent  P  should be executed before the agent  Q  . In the 
formula  p  denotes a new channel.  

P  before  Q  =  (P  [i5  / 	Q  )\O) 

Result Agents that represent expressions deliver both a message of their completion and the 
computed value on the channel  p.  To save the result of expression  E  we often do something like: 

(  [[ E  ]] [13/p] I Mx. B)\{15} 

As above ß is a new channel. This has the effect that the computed value is bound to  x  in  B.  
This is abbreviated to  [{E]]  result  (x, B).  
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7.4.2 Translation of classes 

The class gives a template for an agent. The agent can communicate on channels named Min  and 
Mout where M is the name of a method in the classls. 

The translation consists of agents corresponding to the translation of the instance variables 
running in parallel with Create and the rest of the methods with their guards. The translation 
of the methods will first execute the translation of Create and then go into an infinite loop. The 
body of the loop first evaluates all guards. It then waits for a message to one of the methods whose 
guard evaluated to true. When such a message arrives the method corresponding to the message 
is started. The loop waits for the execution of the method to finish and then restarts. 

The name for the message directed to method M is Min. If the method is a function the result 
is sent on the channel Mout  when the function has finished. The method itself is started by sending 
on the channel putm and an eventual value from the method is received (by the loop) on getm. 

At this point the reader might ask herself why we have this extra layer around the methods 
and why we do not allow the clients of the process to call the put and get methods directly. 

The reason for this is that if we did that the guards would need to be handled by the methods 
themselves. If this was the case then the method call., from within the same object would also be 
subject to guards. This would differ from the wanted semantics for guards that was described in 
section 5.3. 

The agent that we get is parameterized. The parameter is used so that the agent may know 
its own identifier (an integer). This is so that the pseudo variable self can be used. 

[[ class ID InstanceList Create GuardList MethodList fl = 
( [[ InstanceList ]] I I Param‘eu(selfNum) 
( [[ Create ]] ) before 

(rec  x.  [[ GuardList MethodList ]] before  x)))  \ 
{ Channels(InstanceList) } (selfNum) 

Where Channels(InstanceList) is defined by: 

Channels(Empty) = { } 
Channels(ID Type InstanceList) = {getip, put/» } U Channels(InstanceList) 

Translation of the InstanceList 

[[ Empty 1] = 0 
[[ Instance InstanceList 	= [[ Instance ]] I  [[ InstanceList fl 
[[ Instance  1] = [[ ID Type 1] = LOC/D(StartVal(TyPe)) 

Where StartVal(type) is as defined in sections 3.4 and 4.5.1. 

Translation of the create Method 

[[ create Param ProcBody = 
(createin?arg. putcreate!arg.  0 I 

[[ ProcBodY ]] [ Puter.ate/ put))) \ { put„eate  } 

Translation of the Guards and Methods 

[[ Empty MethodList]] = [[ MethodList ]] 
[[ ID Guard GuardList MethodList]] = [[ Guard fl result 

(guardValue/D, [[ GuardList MethodList fl) 

13The methods that are not exported in the concrete syntax can not be used but that is not directly visible here. 
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Translation of the MethodList When we have reached this far the name guardValuew is 
bound to the current value of guard ID. 

[[ Empty 1] = 0 
[[ Method MethodList ]] = [[ Method ]] + [[ Method List ]] 

When we are translating a procedure method the process around the method just have to start 
the method by sending the argument of the method on the channel put. The method itself will 
issue done when it is ready. The method gets a chace to execute if its guard is true. 

[[ Procedure ]] = [[ procedure ID Param ProcBody ]] = 
if guardValuen, then 

(IDi„?arg. put/D!arg.0 I  ( [[ ProcBody ]] [ put/D/ put])) 	Putip } 

Translation of the ProcBody In the procedure body we first get our argument. Then a 
parameter process executes in parallel with the local variables and the statements of the body. 

[[ ProcBody ]] = [[ Locals body Statement ]] = put?arg. 
(ParamA,g(arg) I [[ Locals ]] 
[[ Statement I]) \ {putA", 	Channels(Locals) ) 

where Channels(Locals) is defined analogous to Channels(InstanceList) earlier. Locals is also 
translated in the same way as InstanceList. 

The function methods are rather similar to the procedure methods. The difference is that the 
FunBody sends the value on the channel get when it has finished. We wait for the result and then 
send it on ID.. 

[[ Function ]] = [[ function ID Param FunBody ]] = 
if guard Value then 

((IDin?arg. putm!arg. get/D?res. IDout!res. 0 ) 
[[ FunBody 1] [Put/D/ put, get/ID /get])) \ put/D, getlD } 

Translation of a FunBody The main difference of a FunBody and a ProcBody is that we waits 
for the completion of the Statement and then sends the value stored in the implicitly declared 
variable Result on channel get. 

[[ FunBody ]] = [[ Type Locals Statement ]] = 
put?arg. (  

(p?.  getRe.,.u?res.  get!res.  0 
ParamA„(arg) 
LocationR„„/t(StartVal(Type)) 
[[ Locals ]] 
[[ Statement ]] ) \ {get , , PutRed‘at, getA,g, Channels(Locals) }) 

The default Create If the programmer has not specified a create method a default create will 
be used. The default method has an empty body and does not do nothing. 

procedure Create  Arg  NoType 
begin 

— Empty 

We do not need the full generality of translation here so we define the translation of the default 
create as: 

[[ DefaultCreate ]] = createi„?arg. done 
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7.4.3 Translation of Statements 

Object Creation We assume that the object o has class  C.  First we get a number for the new 
agent, then start the agent that corresponds to  C  in parallel, send a message to the agents Create 
method and last saves the new object number into o. V stands for the method names that are 
exported by the given class. 

[[ o.Create Expr ]] = givenum?newnum. 
(  [[ C  (newnum) Mnetunum 	V—netunumi Vout 
[{ Expr ]] result (e,create.ewnom!e.  puto!newnum.done )) 

Remember that newnum is used by the new agent itself as the value of self The start of the 
program looks exactly like this with  C  as the root class and o as an anonymous variable. 

If 

[[ if Expr then Stint]. else Stmt2 end 	= 
[[ Expr ]] result  (e,  if  e  then [[ Stmti ]] else [[ Stmt2  ]] end) 

While 

[[ while Expr do Stmt end ]] = rec  x.  ( [[ Expr ]] result  
(e,  if  e  then [[ Stmt fl before  x))  

Assignment 

[[ ID := Expr ]] = [[Expr ]1 result  (e,  put/Ede. done) 

Statement sequence 

[[ Statement]. Statement2  ]] = [[ Statementi ]] before 
[[ Statement2  1] 

Local Call In the local call we start execution of the body of the procedure and send the 
parameter on the in channel of the procedure which is named putMethodName • We do not do 
done ourselves since the body of the method will do it when it has finished. 

We assume that m is declared as: 

procedure m Param ProcBody 

[[ m Expr ]] = [[ Expr ]] result 
(e, put,„!e. 0 
[[ ProcBody ]] [put,,/put]) \ put,,, }  

Foreign Call To send a message to another object we first find out what process number that 
object has. The number is stored in the object variable that is used in the statement. After the 
message has been sent the execution can continue, we tell the environment this by executing done 
. Note that this differs from the local call where we used the done of the MethodBody to signal 
completion. 

[[ o.m Expr  J]  = geto?target. 
( [[ Expr ]] result  (e,  mtargesk.  done  )) 

There is one exception to this rule. If o=self then we do the call as a local call. This is because 
self.m(params) is just an abbreviation of m(params). 
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7.4.4 Translation of expressions 

Variable We get the value of a variable by reading from the corresponding store. The value is 
then sent on the channel  p.  

[[  x  ]] = getJvalue. p!value. 0 

Call to local function Assume that f is declared as: 

fun m Param FunBody 

[{f Expr ]] = [[ Expr ]] result  
(e,  (putf !e. get/  ?res.  p!res. 0 ) 

[[ FunBody ]] [ putf  /put, getf  /get]) \ putf  , get/  } 

Call to foreign function 

[[ o.f Expr ]] = geto?target. 
( [[ Expr ]] result  

(e,  fi.rget!e. f—t.rpet?result)) 

As for calls to foreign procedure methods we have the exception that self.f(Params) is treated 
as f(Params). 

Call to value function Let  g  be of the type A --.  B.  We then assume that we have a semantic 
function that takes a value function and returns a mathematic function of 

 
the same type. S (A 

B)  --+ (A -->  B)  We then get: 

[[ V Expr ]] = [[ Expr ]] result  (e,  p!(S V  e))  

7.5 An Example 

In this section the translation of a very simple  Linne  program will be given. 

7.5.1 The program 

The program has two classes; server and root. Only the abstract syntax (with a little sugar for 
readability) for the classes is given. 

Server 

value Integer -- The only instance variable 

Create  (Arg:  NoType) begin -- Empty Body 

-- The Guardlist 
Inc TRUE 	-- The default guard 
GetValue value>0 

-- The methods 
procedure Inc (Arg:Integer) 
begin 

value := value +  Arg  

function GetValue (Arg:NoType) : Integer 
begin 

result := value 
end Server; 
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Root 

Create (Arg:NoType) 
-- One local variable 

s Server 
body 
s.Create VOID 
s.Inc 3 
-- Other operations may come here 

7.5.2 The translation 

From these two classes we get two process templates. In the translation a step is sometimes passed 
over like translating p!x [Pi /  P]  to pi!x directly. 

Translation of Server 

[[ Server 
value  Int  
Server.create 
Server.Guards 
Server.Methods 

]] = LOCvat.e(0) 
(createinarg. done 
before 

(rec  x.  [[ Server.Guards Server.Methods ]] before  x))  

The guards are easy to translate. The expression value >0 is not really in our syntax (> 
takes two arguments) but we assume that we have a translation of that expression. 

[[ Inc TRUE GetValue value > 0 Server.Methods  J]  = 
[[ TRUE ]] result 

(guardValueinc, 
[[ value>0 ]] result (guardValueGetvaine , [[ Server.Methods ]] )) 

The methods are translated into a choice between two if then expressions. 

[[ procedure Inc  Arg  Integer Inc.body 
procedure GetValue  Arg  NoType GetValue.body ]] = 

if guardValueinc  then 
(inci„?arg. put!arg. 0 I [[ inc.body ]] [put,/ put]) \ putim 

if guardValuecetvok. then 
(getin?arg. putget!arg. 0 I [[ GetValue.body ]] [putcsvatue/Put]) \ Putcetvalue 

[[ inc.body ]] = [[ begin value := value -I-  Arg  ]] = 
put?arg. (ParamAu(arg) 

[[ value -I-  Arg  ]] result  (e,  put,./!e. done )) 
{PutA.,g,getA„ } 

[[ GetValue.body ]] = [[ body result := value ]] = 
put?arg. (ParamArg  

(getvaine?v. p!v. 0 ) result  
(e,  put„,„it!e. done )) \ { getA„ } 
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Translation of Root Since Root does not have any methods except create the recursive loop 
will be a little strange. In fact the recursive expression is equal to 0 

[[ Root 11= 
— No instance variables. 
[[ Root.Create ]] before rec x.(0 before  x)  

[[ Root.Create 1] = 
[[ create  Arg  NoType 

s Server 
begin 
s.Create VOID 
s.Inc 3 

= ((create?arg. putcreaie!arg. 0 ) 
(put?arg. (ParamA„(arg) 

Loc,(Void) I 
( [[ s.create Void ]] before 

[[ s.Inc 3 ]] ) \ {put.„, getA„, puts, get, } )) 
[ Putereate / put]) \ {put„,„„ } 

[[ s.create Void ]] = 
givenum?newnum. 

[[ Server ]] [createn,,,„„,,,/createsn , Incnew.um/Incin, Getnewn.m/Getin , GetVal_newnum/Getlralo„i] 
( [[ Void ]] result (e,createneionum!e, put,!newnum. done ))) 

[[ s.inc 3 ]] = get,?target. 
(p!3 result (e, Incsarget!e.  done )) 

7.5.3 A graphical view 

If we assume that Inc is executed before the root object continues then the system when s.Inc(3) 
is done can be graphically described as in figure 2. 

This can be compared to a graphical notion of the processes state at that moment which is in 
figure 3. 

The broken lines represent channels that we potentially can communicate on but that currently 
have no agent on the other end. They will only be used if we create a Server object that gets the 
same number as the channel. 
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Figure 2: Graphical view of process state. 

Inc Ill rn  E  N  if . 	e,  _ GetValue ±m m  e N  
. 	.., 	., , , 	...• 	The broken lines denote channels that are , 	..- ,- 

, 	.... .., 	not used. , 	..., ..• 

Figure 3: Graphical view of CCS agents. 
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8 Conclusion and further work 

8.1 Conclusion  

Linne  is a language that is well suited for writing parallel programs. It is easy for objects to restrict 
calls to operations that temporarily are not applicable to the object. The used method also mixes 
well with inheritance. 

The use of valuetypes in  Linne  means that  Linne  has many of the advantages of functional 
languages but none of their disadvantages. Valuetypes are orthogonal to the parallelism and could 
equally well be introduced into a sequential object oriented language like Eiffel. 

Work is under way to write a compiler for  Linne.  The compiler will generate  C-code to run on  
INMOS  transputers. The transputers will be connected to a SUN host via the SUNs VME bus. 

It is interesting to note how the compilation of the functional part can work. Functional 
languages are traditionally hard to compile and are often executed on an abstract machine that 
does graph reduction. This kind of implementation is not needed for the value part of  Linne.  This 
is because the two hardest things to implement in a functional language are not present: 

• Partially applicable functions are left out since we would then need to create functions "on 
the fly". 

• We do not need to save any environment to the functions since they do not access anything 
except the arguments. 

With these limitations it is possible to implement valuetypes by translating to an imperative 
language. The compiler will translate into  C.  

8.2 Further work 

It would be interesting to study if the values and the objects in  Linne  could be further integrated. 
They are currently very segregated from each other. Would it be possible to integrate them further 
without blurring the concepts? The value parts could also be made more or less expressive by, for 
example, allowing higher order functions. This would make the implementation harder but some 
problems would be easier to express. Another question is if  Linne  should allow storage of object 
references in values. 
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A Syntax 
The syntax for  Linne  is given here. I use the convention that words that begin with a capital denote 
non terminals and other words terminal symbols. Terminal symbols that are single characters 
appears between ' and '.(For example '&') The character ' itself is written ". ID is a legal 
identifier which is a letter followed by letters and digits. GenId is an ID with an apostrophe before 
it, they are only used in valuetypes. The syntax is given in EBNF, parts between '[' and ']' is 
optional and parts between '{' and '}' can be repeated zero or more times. If a 4- occurs after } 
then the included part should be repeated at least once. 

Some  nonterminals  in the syntax are left unexplained. Those are for example POSINT, Num-
Const and CharConst. This is to avoid to much details. The names used in the syntax is sometimes 
slightly different than those used when parts of  Linnés  syntax was given earlier. The resulting lan-
guage is the same. 

Module Class 
I ValType ; 

Class 	class ID [Generics] ';' 
[Inherit] 
Export 
[Import] 
[Instance] 
methods 
{Method}+ 
end ID ; 

Generics 	'[' Idlist ']' ; 
Idlist --> ID 	',' ID } ; 
Inherit —› inherit ID ';' ; 
Export —+ export IdList ';' ; 
Import 	import IdList 
Instance 	instance {  Decl  ';' }-I- 
Decl 	Place {',' Place} ':' Type ; 
Place 	ID [ '[' POSINT ']' ] ; 

Method Guard 
MethodHead 
[Locals] 
begin 

Statements 
end ID 

Locals 	local {  Decl  ';' }-F ; 

Guard Empty 
I '[' Expression ']' 

MethodHead —› procedure ID ['(' ParamList ')' ] ';' ; 
I function ID ['(' ParamList ')' ] ':' Type 

ParamList 	Decl  { ';'  Decl}  ; 
Type 	ID [Instantiation] ';' 

GenId ; — Only used in value part 
Instantiation 	'{' Type {',' Type} 	; 

Statements —› {Statement ';'} 
Statement Assignment 

HStatement 
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I WhileStatement 
I Message 
I CaseStatement; 

Assignment —> Designator ':=' Expression ; 
Ifstatement 	if Expression then Statements IfElsePart endif ; 
IfElsePart —> elsif Expression then Statements IfElsePart 

I else Statements 
I Empty; 

Whilestatement --+ while Expression do Statements end ; 
Message —> [ID ] ID '(' Arguments ')' 
Arguments —> Expression 	Expression} ; 
CaseStatementt 	case ID of {MatchStatement}-1- end ; 
MatchStatement 	'I' Pattern ':' Statements ;  

Valtype  —>  valtype  ID Generics ';' 
Exports 
[Imports] 
struct 

Structure 
with 

{Function}+ 
end ID ; 

Generics —> Empty 
I 	Genid  {',' GenId} '1' ; 

GenId ID; 
Structure --> Alternative {'I' Alternative} ; 
Alternative —> ID [of Tuple] ; 
Tuple Type {'* Type} ; 

	

Function 	FunctionHead begin Expression end ID ';' ; 
FunctionHead —> function ID ['(' ParamList ')'] ':' Type ';' ; 
— Though it might look that way from the syntax 
— it is not allowed to have parameters to valuetype 
— functions that are vectors (a[33]). 

Expression SimpleExpression { RelOp SimpleExpression) 
RELOP —> '=' 

< > 

5.1 

I‹ 

= 

'<>'; 
SimpleExpression —> Term { AddOp Term } ; 
AddOp --> '+' 

	

I 	or,  
Term --> Factor {MulOp Factor} 
Factor —> VardrFunCall 

I NumConst 
I CharConst 

BooleanConst 
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not Factor 
Sign Factor  
'('  Expression  ')' 
LetExpr 
IfExpr 
CaseExpr ; 

MulOp  
I 	7'  
I  mod  

div;  

Sign 	'+' 
; 

VarOrFunCall —› Designator IsFunCall ; 
IsFunCall 	'.' ID '(' [Arguments] ')' 

'(' [Arguments] ')' 
I EMPTY; 

Designator —› ID [ '{' Expression ']' ] ; — Expression Only in object part 
LetExpr --> let {Binding}+ in Expression end 
IfExpr 	if Expression then Expression else Expression end 
CaseExpr 	case Expression of MatchList [else Expression] end 
MatchList {Match}+ ; 
Match —› 'I' Pattern ':' Expression ; 
Pattern 	[ID '.'] ID ['(' Pattern {',' Pattern} ')' ] ; 
Binding 	ID '=' Expression ';' ; 
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